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#1 Bestseller Launch Checklist 
How to Gain Credibility, Grow your Email List 

& Increase Your Profits

1. Do a Marketing and Visibility Study  
Find the best keywords, categories, title, and subtitle to attract as many 
buyers as possible on Amazon. 

2. Decide on your Call to Action  
Once you have the information from Step #1, you want to make sure you 
know what the ultimate outcome is for reading the book (the next step at 
the end of the book or at the end of each chapter if it is useful as they go 
through the book). You’ll want to write your book knowing what this outcome 
is because it can affect the way you approach every aspect of the creative 
process including your title and subtitle, cover, and content of the book (if you 
haven’t written it already) to get your readers to want to take the next step with 
you.

Note: always do Step 1 & 2 first before writing your books from now on.

3. Create your Title 
Title should be short and catchy unless you need to make it long to make 
it clever or to include something that catchy and can only be done with a 
long title, For example: titles like my anthology, How to Crush it in Business 
Without Crushing Your Spirit, How Entrepreneurs can Overcome Depression 
and Find Success. Or, How to Talk so Kids will Listen and Listen so Kids will 
Talk. Otherwise, keep it short! Subtitles are usually longer because they explain 
what the book is about and what the benefits are to the reader.
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4. Check Domain Name Availability 
Check that the domain name is available for the title you created. Then, nalize 
the title and buy the domain name. It should be all or part of the name of your 
ebook. I have used Go Daddy www.godaddy.com and Rick’s Cheap Domain 
Names http://www.rickscheapdomains.com and learned the hard way that 
you want to keep all your domain names on one site otherwise you could get 
confused and lose domains by mistake when they come up for renewal. 

5. Get a Professional Cover 
Have one made or do it yourself, but make sure it is professional quality. 
However, if it’s not in your budget and you must do it yourself, you have some 
options:

1. You can use a program like Canva. It’s easy to use, but they do not have 
training videos so I created a 25-page report that walks you through the 
process. You can order your copy at:  
http://theebookcoach.com/canva-graphics

2. Or, for a more designed template, use what I use, Pixel Studio, at:  
http://ellenlikes.com/fast-graphics  
We also make professional covers for our clients and have 100% success 
rate taking them to #1 on Kindle. 

3. You can use a designer at www.fiverr.com.  
In my experience, very few of them will do it right the first time, so you will 
have to work with them. If you don’t have a sense of what looks good, I 
don’t recommend this option. However, if you have an eye for good design, 
even if you can’t come up with ideas yourself, this could work for you.

6. Build a New Website or Webpage  
Use this page to direct your potential buyers to your book on Amazon from 
your email list and social-media sites that you control and any other place that 
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will allow you to send people to your site first; the announcement sites will not 
and will send people directly to Amazon. Once potential buyers reach your site, 
they will be able to see the urgency bonuses you are offering during the launch.

Word Press is free at http://www.wordpress.org. But, I found that site difficult 
to use. I recommended creating it through your web host in “Quick Install” at 
Hostgator, which is what I use. And you can purchase it at:  
http://tinyurl.com/tophosting4u, (You can get started for under $10!)  

You’ll also need a theme. I recommend getting Click Funnels  
http://ellenlikes.com/clickfunnelsfree or Optimize Press  
http://ellenlikes.com/optimizeit for making pages using templates depending 
on your budget and how adept you are at web work. (I prefer Click Funnels 
because they have beautiful made-for-you funnels, so you don’t have to figure 
out how to build your funnels, which can be overwhelming and stressful. In 
addition, they have a great affiliate program, which will teach you how to get 
affiliates to pay for your Click Funnels rather than having to shell money out to 
afford it. 

Optimize Press, on the other hand, makes nice pages, but you have to figure 
out your funnels, and they don’t show you how to market it to make money, 
so it’s an expense. It will also cost more in the long run in time and energy 
(and even money if you need design help) if you have to make all the pages 
yourself. In addition, they do not have good support. (They are in the U.K. and 
you can only reach them by email.) 

7. Start Filling out the Publishing Information 
To reach your bookshelf for publishing go to: kdp.amazon.com Amazon gives 
you prompts to follow, so it is easy to fill out. The reason to start filling it in now 
is so you can move on to Step #8 quickly. 
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8. Upload your Book Cover to Kindle  
You’ll want to upload your cover as soon as possible in case there are design 
issues or formatting issues that need to be addressed.

9. Write Your Book  
If you haven’t already written your book, schedule it and write it now. If you 
need help see “Resources” for how we can help. 

10. Write your Back cover Copy 
When you write your  “About the Author” Page for the book, consider writing 
it for the back-cover at the same time if you are going to produce a book and 
ebook-while the details are fresh in your mind. 

Remember, you can make it as long as you want inside the book, but you only 
have the third of the back cover for your bio, so it will be condensed. Either 
way, focus on the details of your life that make you an authority on the topic of 
the book. 

11. Create a Bonus 
(Optional) Create a bonus in the front of the book to capture emails from 
people who are interested in your book, so you can continue marketing to 
them.

If you have a podcast, you may want to send readers and buyers to your 
podcast and get them onto your list from there instead.  

A percentage of the people who go to your Amazon book page will look inside 
your book and a percentage of those will opt in. The key is to make sure the 
bonus is relevant to the topic of your book and something your market would 
jump to get i.e. whatever will entice your new subscribers to opt in.

If you add a bonus in the front of your book, you will need to set up an opt-
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in page, a confirmation page and a download page with an auto responder if 
you include a bonus. (Click Funnels has the funnel ready to go as I mentioned 
earlier. http://ellenlikes.com/clickfunnelsfree

12.  Figure out Your Launch Details 
What type of launch do you want to do? There are two types: a free launch 
called a KDP Select launch and a Countdown. And, how many days do you 
want your ebook launch to be? It’s time to decide.

I prefer a free launch for several reasons:

1. There are more announcement sites that will announce a free launch than 
a Countdown one. 

2. If you have a low-priced ebook, you will make more money on a free 
launch than a Countdown one if you continue to promote it with urgency 
bonuses and/or a discount, which I’ll discuss next.

How many days should your launch be? 
I generally do two free days, and then 5-7 days of heavy promotion to get 
sales off the momentum that was created during the free days.

I have also done 5-day free launches strictly to grow email lists.

13. Create Urgency Bonuses  
(Optional) We generally have our clients create 3-4 urgency bonuses for a 
full launch (Our Platinum Deluxe Launch), one of which is an online training 
webinar where you can upsell your listeners to a higher-end product or 
program (generally between $197 and $497). If you aren’t well known and 
don’t have a list that already know you, like you, and trust you, I suggest going 
for $197 or maybe even $97.) 

If you know how to do offline events or you are very ambitious, you can do 
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a free offline or weekend event and upsell your audience at the end. On a 
weekend event, you could sell a four-figure product, program, or service and 
make thousands of dollars. 

14. Discount Your Book 
If your book sells for more than $2.99 regularly, you may also discount it after 
your free days for 5-7 days or longer. But if you make it free for too long, you 
will lose your momentum. I suggest not going longer than 10 days.

You can employ this strategy with or without urgency bonuses.

15. Back of the Book Bonus 
(Optional) You may also put a bonus in the back of the book for your book 
buyers, plus those who got it during the free days. But if you give additional 
bonuses in the book on specific topics that you cover in the text, there is no 
need to add an additional bonus in the back of the book. 

16. Professionally Edit your Book 
There is a lot of competition and your book has to look professional and that 
includes getting a professional edit. 

17.  Format your Book  
Decide if you are going to publish your book as an ebook and print book, or 
just ebook.  eBook formatting is cheaper; there is no backs cover or inside 
design required. Also, you need an ebook to do #1 KDP Select promotions. 
However, your book will sell more copies if you have both. 

18. Finish Filling out the Publishing Information kdp.amazon.com  
Upload your ebook (after you have had your book professionally edited and 
formatted) 
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19. Get Reviews for your Book  
You’ll want to have 4-6 4or 5-star reviews before your official launch (your free 
days). 

20. Pick up a Launch Date 
This is the date that your promotion will start, not the day you publish your 
book. Set it up in the bookshelf under “Promote and Advertise” under “Kindle 
Ebook Actions”. This will only show up after you have published your book.  

21. Write a Short Description for the Announcement Sites 
By putting your blurb in the announcement sites; you will get massive 
exposure for your launch. You will also need the URL of your Amazon page 
and a high-resolution photo of the cover to give them.

22.  Put the Announcement in the Announcement Sites  
There are a lot of announcements sites, so this can be very time consuming. 
I suggest outsourcing it. (We have a cracker-jack team that knows the best 
places to announce your book and can do it for you; it’s part of our success 
formula!) 

23. Create your Tweets and Posts  
Use social media before, during, and after the free launch days as much as 
possible to get your launch information out to the public in addition to putting 
it in the announcement sites. 

24. Upload Tweets and Posts  
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I suggest using Buffer www.buffer.com or  
Hootsuite  http://www.hootsuite.com or another social-media manager to 
schedule your social media in advance both for your launch and to market 
your book on an ongoing basis.

25. Launch your Book Officially!  
You’ve made it to the launch! Now, it’s time for the fun! 

26. Watch your Book Shoot up the Ranking!  
Watch your launch and take snap shots as it moves up in the ranking. The 
rankings change every hour and you want to make sure that you get a snap 
shot for your highest ranking.  You also don’t have to worry about missing it in 
the middle of the night!

Tip: If you use a VA in the Philippines their day is our night, so they can watch 
it for you, or have us do it; we do this for all our clients, 

27. Follow up  
Follow up after the launch and thank anyone who helped you get the word 
out. (Your list if you have one, colleagues, friends, etc.) Also connect with your 
subscribers and buyers. 

28. Create a Follow-up Series 
If you have time to do this early in the process, great, but if not, now is the 
time to create a longer-term marketing plan for connecting with your leads.
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Resources 

To join our Facebook Group, go to: 
http://www.Facebook.com/groups/booksbusinessabundance

For book services, visit our website at: 
http://www.ellenviolette.com/services

To Complimentary 10-minute Get-Acquainted-Call  
http://ellenlikes.com/scheduleconsult

Books

How to Crush it in Business Without Crushing Your Spirit, 
How Entrepreneurs Can Overcome Depression and Find Success 
http://ellenlikes.com/crush-it

Turn Your Book into $10K Clients 
5 Steps to a High-Income Business 
http://www.bookto10kclients.com

How to Create a Non-Fiction eBook…Guaranteed! 
http://ellenlikes.com/quicknonfiction

eBook-Writing Fast-Action Workbook 
http://ellenlikes.com/ebook-writing-fast

Real Easy eBooks 
How to Write or Repurpose Your Content into a Profitable eBook 
www.realeasyebooks.com

Sell More eBooks,  
Low & No-Cost Tactics to EXPLODE Your eBook Sales & Downloads 
www.sellmoreebooks.com 
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